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The punishment of Ivan Stepanovich Mazeppa, an ataman [military chief] of the Cosacs, for seducing a lady of the Polish aristocracy eventually became an idealized source of inspiration for notable writers, musicians and romantic painters. Voltaire stated in his story of Charles XII [of Sweden] that this hidalgo had been the page of John Casimiro and had
acquired some scholarship during his tenure in court. An intrigue he had in his youth with the darkest of a gentleman from that country [Poland] was discovered and her husband made him tie naked on a deflant horse and let him leave in this provision; Lord Byron also referred to this passage in his novel Mazeppa, where he narrated in the first person that the
fool [referring to the outraged husband] who perhaps made my suffering more terrible to satisfy himself better in his revenge, sent me into the wilderness exhausted, naked and bloodied, unable to imagine that I was preparing a throne there... What is the mortal who can guess his future destinies?; Victor Hugo dedicated to him the content sum of chapter
XXXIV of his work Les Orientales and Alexandr Pushkin a poem entitled Poltava – the battle that pitted Tsar Peter the Great against that Swedish monarch – which served as the source for Viktor Burenin's libretto used by Piotr Tchaikovsky to write his opera Mazepa. Another composer who was also interested in this romantic legend was Franz Liszt, who
dedicated one of his symphonic poems to him in 1851. Alongside literature and music, the influence of this punishment has been very remarkable in the field of painting: Louis Boulanger showed the plastic strength of this account in a feverish scene of sex and sadism in which Count Palatine, discovering that Mazeppa had become the mistress of Teresa, his
wife, brutally punished him by tying him naked to a wild horse that would drag him to a nightmare gallop with wolves , crows and other forest terrors [Rosenblum, R. and Janson, R. W. A arte do século xix. Madrid: Akal, 1992, p. 155]. This huge screen, 5 x 4 meters, was shown to the public in the exhibition of the Salon of 1827 and the theme was eventually
immortalized by two other great French masters – Théodore Géricault and Eugenie Delacroix – and other lesser-known artists such as Théodore Chassériau, Nathaniel Currier, John Herring or Horace Vernet. In addition to the story of idealized survival of this soldier who, trapped in the back of his mount, managed to get the horse to take him back to his
land, where he became head of the Cosacs; the truth is that Mazeppa (1639-1644?-1709) served the Russian Tsar until he switched sides and allied himself with his enemy, the King of Sweden, to ensure ukraine's independence, but failed in the attempt and it is believed that he, when taken prisoner, he ended up committing suicide a Turkish prison. An
idyllic ending that, however, was unable to overshadow this feat of overcoming a legendary punishment, making mazeppa's story one of the romantic motifs that are an indelible part of fine arts. Gustaf Cedestrom Carlos XII and Ivan Mazeppa (1880) JLT Géricault We just crossed the forest: there was the sun in the middle of his career, but despite being in
the month of June, the air was cold. Maybe that's how it seemed to me because my blood was frozen in my veins. Long pains make the man more fearless to succumb, it was not then what I seem on the day; As impetuous as a torrent in winter, my feelings had not yet developed, but they manifested themselves in my eor. Wasn't the anger, the terror, the
pains of my injured limbs enough to overwhelm my annihilated body? (...) Thus begins the Song XV of Mazeppa (1819) in a Spanish translation of 1841 (Printing by J. Mayol y Compañía); Lord Byron's narrative poem about a popular legend based on the life of Ivan Mazepa, a 17th-century gentleman who became a military leader of the Ukrainian Vidres, who
was punished for wandering naked tied to a horse (also naked) for having an affair with the wife of a Polish court count. An example of a vigorous narrative style with powerful feelings of suffering and resistance; a tornado of romanticism. The terrible punishment became a happy inspiration for other great artists: Victor Hugo and Alexander Pushkin in
Literature, Théodore Géricault and Eugenie Delacroix in Painting, and in the world of music, PI Chaikovsky wrote an opera of the same name, and Franz Liszt composed two scores with the same title: a Symphonic Poem and a Piano Studio. The twelve Transcendental Execution Studies S168 by F. Liszt (the title is already frightening!) is a varied tapestry
that represents a culmination of the piano literature of all time, by expressiveness and extreme difficulty; were written by a musician in which there is enough consensus to consider him the best pianist ever seen and heard. A whirlwind of feelings that few pianists are able to not interpret, but simply to touch. The quarter of twelve studios, titled Mazeppa, is
one of the best known and complicated. Based on the legendary story, Liszt tries and manages to lead us to the brutal gallop through an incredible development of fury and exhaustion, unified into a robust main theme that appears early after an unabbable introduction; reappears over and over again, with different treatments, to hit us with the equine helmets
just by Eyebrows... Jeno Jandó, piano (Barbebleuei Video) Before starting with my dear Franz Liszt, I would like to say that the old Blog ( ) stopped working due to the launch of my site (www.juanroleri.com.ar), so I ask my dear followers and readers to know my news - both concertgoers, as well as sales of CDs and especially this section of musical analysis
mentioned above - enter the site and review a piacere. Now yes, we can start with a brief analysis of Mazeppa, the sixth symphonic poem by hungarian composer Franz Liszt.No I will talk a lot about Lisz's life, but I want to emphasize that he was the greatest composer and pianist (along with Chopin, Brahms and Schumann) who had the nineteenth century.
His entire work represents musical and sentimental coherence and has a mastery of the instrument that few composers have achieved. The composition of the symphonic poems proved frightening. They went through a continuous experimentation process that included many stages of composition, rehearsal and review to achieve a balance in musical form.
Aware that the public enjoyed instrumental music with context, Liszt wrote prefaces to nine of his poems. However, his vision of the symphonic poem tended to be evocative, using music to create a general humor or atmosphere rather than illustrating a narrative or literally describing something. In this sense, Liszt's work expert Humphrey Searle suggests that
he could have been much closer to his contemporary hector berlioz than to many who followed him in the composition of symphonic poems. This time, let's hear the symphonic poem number six, Mazeppa. (Composed in 1851). It is based on the story of Ivan Mazepa, who seduced a Polish noblewoman, so he was tied naked to a wild horse that transported
him to Ukraine. There, he was freed by the Cosacks and named his hetman (title of the second greatest military commander, after the monarch)The composer follows Hugo's narrative to describe the hero's journey through the vast steppes of the first movement. The string section interprets the main theme, which is transformed and distorted with six traces of
the timpani, which evoke the fall of the knight.2 After a silence, the strings, bassoon and solo horn express the astonishment of the robust, trumpet-resurrected Allegro marziale. The Cobags place Mazeppa in front of their army (a march is heard) and the hero's theme breaks end in glory. Then the poem that inspired Liszt for his symphonic poem: Mazeppa,
by Victor Hugo, then when Mazeppa, who roars and cries, saw his arms, his feet, his sides that a saber rubs, all his subjects limbs on a burning steed, fed with seagrass, which cushions, and causes the fire of his fire belfosy to sprout. When in his knots he got like a reptile, and rejoiced in his useless anger at his jolly executioners, and finally falls again upon
the fierce rump, sweat on his forehead, the foam in his mouth, and the blood in his eyes, Sob a cry; and suddenly by the plainWell the man as the horse, run wild, breathless, on the moving sands,Alone, filling with noise a whirlwind of dustSemejanato to the black cloud where the winds lightning, flying with the winds! Advance. Through the valleys pass like a
storm, as the hurricanes that in the mountains are squealing, like a fire balloon; So they are no more than a black dot in the mist, so they are erased in the air like a flake of foam in the vast blue ocean. Advance. The space is big. In the immense desert, on the endless horizon that always restarts, the two sink. Their career as a flight takes them, and large
oaks, villages and towers, black mountains united in long chains, all tremble so the way around them. And if the unfortunate, whose head breaks, Debate, the horse, which overcomes the breeze, jump more fearful I enter the vast, arid, impassable desert, which before them extends, with its folds of sand, like a striped mantle. Everything hesitates and paints
unknown colors It is not to run the forest, run the wide clouds, The old tower destroyed, the mountains whose ranges banish a ray; Come on, I'll go. and herds of burning mares Follow him with great tremde. And the sky, where the afternoon steps are already prolonged, with its oceans of clouds where more clouds are still poured, and its sun freezing its
waves with its bow, on its dazzled forehead rotates like a marble wheel with golden veins. His eye strays and shines, his hair drags, His head hangs; his blood redspies the yellow sand, the thorny bushes; On its swollen limbs the rope bends, and like a long snake tightens and multiplies its bite and its knots. The horse, which does not feel the bite or the chair,
continues to run away, and its blood continues to run and flow, His flesh falls to pieces; For the burning mares, who followed him, flying his hanging cinhos, crows happen! The crows, the owl with the round eye, who is frightened, the wary eagle of the battlefields, and the pygmy, unknown monster of the day, the oblique mochuelos, and the great vulture
griffonQue obstacle on the sides of the dead, where his red neck and baldness sinks like a naked arm! Everyone comes to the funeral herd; Everyone leaves, to follow her, the isolated oak tree and the nests of the mansion. He, bleeding, lost, deaf to his cries of joy, asks when he sees them: Who, up there, deploys this big black fan? The night descends
gloomy, and without a starry mantle. The swarm is red, and continues, like a winged jauría, to the steamy traveler. Between the sky and him, like a gloomy whirlwind, he sees them, then loses them, and hears them in the shadow Fly confusedly. Finally, after three days of a foolish race, after having crossed rivers of icy water, steppes, forests, deserts, the
horse falls before the cries of the thousand birds of prey, and its iron hoof in the stone that crumblesExtains its four rays. There's the unfortunate lie, naked, miserable, bloodstained, redder than the maple at the flower station. The cloud of birds over it turns and stops; Many burning beaks aspire to gnawed at your head, your eyes burned to cry as well! to this
condemned man who cries and crawls, to this living corpse, the tribes of Ukraine will make him prince one day. One day, sowing the fields of the dead without burial, He will be reassessed by the wide pastures for pygmy and vulture. Your savage greatness will be born of your suffering. And when that happens, these villages that live in tents, prostrated, will
throw the fanfare squealing to jump around it! II So when a mortal, upon which his god extends, He found himself still clinging to his fatal ass, Genius, fiery steed, In vain struggle, oh! you jump, you take out the real world, whose doors break with your steel legs! You cross with him deserts, snowy peaks of the ancient mountains, and the seas, and beyond the
clouds, the dark regions; And a thousand unclean spirits that their course awakens It is upon the traveler, insolent wonder, they press their legions. Pass through a flight, on its flaming wings, all the fields of the possible, and the worlds of the soul; Drinking from the eternal river; In the stormy night or starry night, her hair, mixed with the carons of comets, calls
forward from the sky. The six moons of Herschel, the ring of the old Saturn, the Pole, rounding an early night In its north front, he sees everything; and for him his flight, for which nothing gets tired, of this world without limit at every moment shiftsThe ideal horizon. Who may know, except demons and angels, what suffers following you, and what strange
lightning in your eyes will be, when it is burned in the midst of burning sparks, Oh! and at night how many cold wings will come to hit your forehead? He screams scared, you're still tireless. Pale, exhausted, exposed, under his flight that overloads him gives up with step you give seems to dig your grave. Finally comes the term... Run, fly, fall and join now king!
Now to enjoy Liszt's Symphonic Poem! (1 of 3) (2 of 3) (3 of 3) 3)
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